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Introduction
● Motivation

- The SUPERB shows speech SSL models 
improve the performance of various 
downstream tasks

- The paradigm of the self-supervised learning 
upstream model followed by downstream tasks 
arouses more attention in the speech 
community

- Characterizing the adversarial robustness of 
such paradigm is of high priority

Adversarial Attack

Upstream-downstream paradigm

Attack Framework

Attack Strategy

Experimentals
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Self-supervised learning models
- HuBERT adopts BERT-style token 

classification for pre-training
- wav2vec 2.0 learns general-purpose knowledge 

by contrastive loss
- Both HuBERT and wav2vec 2.0 get the 

excellent performance in all the downstream 
tasks in the settings of SUPERB

- Thus, we select HuBERT and wav2vec 2.0 to 
conduct adversarial attacks

- Simply adding Gaussian noise cannot degrade a well-trained 
system for the attack purpose 

- Zero-knowledge attackers achieve relatively weaker attacks 
on downstream tasks than limited-knowledge attackers

- Limited-knowledge attackers achieve the most effective 
attack as shown in (a) and (e) 

Experimental Setup
- Randomly select 100 genuine samples for attack, and repeat 

the experiments three times. 
- Gaussian noise of the same noise-to-signal ratio (NSR) with 

adversarial perturbations is introduced as baseline for 
comparison 

- In this paper, we do some preliminary works to expose the 
vulnerability of the SUPERB paradigm to adversarial attacks 

- For the future work, we will investigate attacks with higher 
transferability and less imperceptibility

- The long-term goal is to come up with adaptive defense 
methods that offer protection against dangerous attacks. 

XAB test
- Five listeners take part in the XAB listening test. 
- The XAB test has a classification accuracy of 58.89%, 

which shows the adversarial samples are hard to be 
distinguished from genuine samples. 

- Demo: https://bzheng1024.github.io/adv-audio-
demo/index.html


